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 A Men’s Shed is any community-based, non-
commercial organisation which is open to all men 
where the primary activity is the provision of a 
safe, friendly and inclusive environment where the 
men are able to gather and/or work on meaningful 
projects at their own pace, in their own time and in 
the company of other men and where the primary 
objective is to advance the health and well-being 
of the participating men. New Members are 
always welcome.       
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 It is not a formal training programme but you 
may gain new knowledge and skills 

 It is not a service for men but activities 
organised by men  

 It is not a sports club but you could play 
sports 

 It is not a health programme but your health 
and wellbeing might improve 

 It is not an information service but you can 
ask for info you need 
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 Sheds work because they are attractive places for 
men to gather socially, regularly, voluntarily, 
happily, safely and do hands-on stuff together. 

 They work best when it’s grassroots, local, by, for 
and about the local men and the community. 

 Shedders are active and equal participants: not 
students, patients, clients or customers. 

 They should be inclusive and welcoming of all men. 
 They are not patronizing  and do not see men as 

having ‘a deficit’ or being the problem. 
 Not naming the shed activity provides freedom to 

do & talk about important other stuff (including 
health). 

 The outcomes are typically diverse and powerful. 
(Golding 2011) 
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“Men don’t talk face to face they talk shoulder 
to shoulder”  

 

- this is the simple recipe for the success of 
the Men’s Shed. 
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 men’s health (health worker) 

 masculinities (gender academic) 

 learning (educator) 

 counseling about behaviour (psychologist) 

 retiring and ageing (a gerontologist) 

 doing stuff (occupational therapist) 

 men to get out of the house (a sociologist) 

 social engagement & connection (community 
services) 

 tackling substance abuse (drug worker) 

 research (academic) 

 wooing votes (politicians) 

 Men’s lives (and needs) beyond paid work are 
diverse & do not fit into one, neat, academic box. 

6 (Golding 2011) 
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5,500 to 6000 Men 

participating each 

week! 

 

New sheds opening 

regularly 

 

Local Shed Networks 

(Cluster Groups) 

Evolving 



 Economy – Higher unemployment 

 

 Younger men in Ireland 

 

 Post conflict in Northern Ireland 

 

 Culturally very similar 

 

 Shed Diversity 
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“Through the provision of ‘mateship’ and a sense of 

belonging through positive and therapeutic informal 

activities, ‘Men’s Sheds’ achieve outcomes of 

positive health, happiness and well-being for those 

men who participate, as well as for their partners, 

families and communities.” (P 61) 

“ ‘Men’s Sheds’ organisations in southern Australia 

are another good example of community-based 

health promotion targeting men.” (p 60) 
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Age:  

70% aged 50 or over 

18% aged 30 -49 years 

10% under 30 years of age 
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Facing the challenge: The impact of the recession 

and unemployment on men's health in Ireland 

Men’s Sheds in Ireland; Learning through community 

contexts 



 

 

 Survey of Men’s Sheds; 
◦ Who attends the Sheds & What do they do? 

 

 Proposed Qualitative Study Men’s Sheds 

 

 Younger Men & Men’s Sheds?  
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Men’s health & well-

being improves 

Evidence-based 

understanding of 

men’s needs and 

issues improves 

IMSA quality of 

supports for Men’s 

Sheds improves 

Individual Shedders and 

Men’s Sheds groups are able 

and willing to participate fully 

in decision-making 

Men’s Sheds 

communities 

enjoy a better 

quality of life 

 

Men join a 

local shed 

Men come together in Sheds 

and undertake mutually agreed 

activities 

Community & health policies 

and support services become 

more aware and inclusive of 

men, locally and nationally  

IMSA facilitates 

development and 

diffusion of best-

practice in Sheds 

Public policy and 

practice changes to 

improve men’s health in 

IRL 

IMSA campaigns for policy 

and practice based on 

evidence-based platforms 

to improve men’s health & 

wellbeing 

IMSA develops a strong 

network of Men’s Sheds 

communities around Ireland  

Irish society understands 

men’s issues and supports 

solutions 

The contribution & role of men in Irish 

society is valued and encouraged 

Local:  IMSA Men’s 

Sheds support 

individual men… … which helps local communities… 

…to help create supportive 

conditions for men to achieve their 

potential in Society. 

Theory of Change 

“A future where all men in Ireland have the opportunity to improve and maintain 
their health and wellbeing by taking part in a community Men’s Shed.” 

IMSA supports 

new Sheds to 

open 

IMSA facilitates the men in the sheds to 

tackle other issues in their communities  



 IMSA's Purpose: 
To support the development and sustainability of 
Men's Sheds. 
 

 IMSA's Values: 
1) Honesty and Openness; everything we do is 
transparent and accountable to the Shedders and 
to the public. 
2) Equality and Inclusion; our work creates places 
of belonging, participatory democracy, mutual 
respect, companionship and community for all 
Shedders. 
3) Leadership; we demonstrate and promote 
leadership in everything we do. 
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 IMSA's Mission: 
The Irish Men’s Shed Association (IMSA) is a member-
based organisation formed to share information 
freely between Sheds and support communities and 
organisations wishing to establish a Shed. The IMSA 
as a national organisation represents the collective 
issues of Men’s Sheds in Ireland. 

 

 IMSA's Vision 
The Irish Men’s Shed Association will work towards a 
future where all men have the opportunity to improve 
and maintain their health and well-being by 
participating in a community Men’s Shed 
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1. We believe strongly in the dignity, uniqueness and 
equality of every human being. 

2. We wish to promote the development of men in a society 
where many men fail to reach their potential. 

3. The Irish Men’s Shed Association will work towards a 
future where all men have the opportunity to improve 
and maintain their health and well- being by 
participating in a community Men’s Shed. 

4.  We are impressed with the vision and work of the 
Australian Men’s Sheds Association. We want to learn 
from them and adapt their vision and methods to our 
Irish situation. 

5. We believe each group of men should be encouraged 
and supported to realise their own potential and to take 
responsibility and ownership for their own project and 
its possibilities. As far as possible each group should 
retain its own autonomy. 
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6. We see the passing on of skills, traditional and new as a 
key aspect of the work. Each man should see himself as 
teacher and a learner in their group. Different men will 
possess varying degrees of skills professional and 
practical which will encourage the community learning 
possibilities. Each man will bring his own particular 
individuality, skills and limitations to the group and 
should be fully respected and acknowledged. There 
should be a clear anti – bullying policy. 

7. There will be an emphasis on informal learning. An 
atmosphere of ‘doing stuff together’, having fun, 
creating a buzz should prevail. 

8. We see groups emerging in urban and rural settings. We 
are very conscious of respecting the place a particular 
group of men come from, its uniqueness and 
possibilities. 

9. We are not affiliated to any political or religious 
grouping, and are non – profit. 
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 Supporting the development of new sheds. 

 Developing practical supports for Men's Sheds e.g.  
◦ Access to premises 

◦ Better insurance deals 

◦ Access to funding 

◦ Support with developing governance structures 

◦ Training & Networking opportunities 

◦ Health and Safety, 
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 info@menssheds.ie 
 

 www.menssheds.ie 
 

 00 353 (0)51 448725 
 

 Irish Men’s Shed TV Documentary Link 
 http://www.menssheds.ie/2012/11/01/turning-point-tv-

documentry/  
 
 Twitter : @IrishSheds 
 Facebook : Irish Men’s Sheds Association 
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IMSA’s Patron is the President of Ireland :Michael D Higgins 
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